SNAP - MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS
1. Which of the following snap options should not be activated together?
a) Snap parallel & Snap ortho
b) Snap perpendicular & Snap ortho
c) Snap ortho & ortho track
d) Snap parallel & Snap perpendicular
2. Ortho track option is available in which of the following?
a) Bar snap
b) Object snap
c) Grid snap
d) Guideline snap
3. Can lines be drawn anywhere around the grid, when only the grid snap near point is activated?
a) Yes
b) No
4. Which of the following snap option is used to snap rebars?
a) Guideline snap
b) Grid snap
c) Object snap
d) Bar snap
5. Snap free hand option allows you to draw
a) Only in grid region
b) Away from grid region
c) Anywhere around the Work space
d) In between grids
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6. What hot key is used to activate the orthosnap?
a) Control
b) Shift
c) Space bar
d) Alt
7. Bar snap works only when the concrete object with rebars is
a) Converted to wire frame
b) Hidden
c) Highlighted
d) Transparent
8. Which option allows you to draw lines along the X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis?
a) Ortho snap
b) Ortho track
c) Grid snap
d) Guideline snap
9. Snap dimension shows a reference
a) Linear dimension scale
b) Angular dimension scale
c) Both (a) & (b)
d) None of the above
10. Which option shows the imaginary intersection of two point
a) Ortho snap
b) Ortho track
c) Grid snap
d) Guideline snap
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SNAP EXERCISE
1. Draw a poly line from the grid mid point to the grid intersection point.
2. Draw a linear line along the Z-axis.
3. Model a simple footing and move the object by using the face mid snap.

4. Draw a parallel line using the snap parallel option.
5. Draw a poly line in the x, y & z axis using the ortho snap option.
EXERCISE QUESTION
1. Which snap option allows to snap the rebars?
2. To use the bar snap, the object should be converted into ________________.
3. Which snap option allows to draw lines along the x, y and the z axis?
4. what hot key is to be pressed to activate the ortho snap?
5. Which snap option allows to snap the mid point of the face of an object?
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